
Quick Start: TuFT 
This document includes a condensed, translated version of the Swedish manual for TuFT. It is not in any 
way a full description of neither TuFT itself, nor the underlying models used to produce the results. This 
information is, unfortunately, only available in Swedish in the full technical documentation and manual of 
TuFT. The reason for this is that TuFT has been developed within a Swedish research project (Tactics and 
Methodology to Facilitate Rescue Operations during Underground Fires), in which the intended audience are Swedes. 

This document was written as a complement to the presentation given by Karl Fridolf at the 10th 
International Conference on Performance-Based Codes and Fire Safety Design Methods. The purpose of 
the document is to enable non-Swedish users to run a simulation on TuFT.  

Note that this document has not been quality controlled. Also be aware that anyone who uses the results 
produced by TuFT does so on his/her own responsibility. 

Requirements 
In all essence, only two files are necessary in order to run a simulation in TuFT: 1) an input file, and 2) 
TuFT itself. In addition, an Excel macro has been developed in order to facilitate treatment of the output 
that TuFT generates. The Excel macro is, however, not required to run a simulation. 

Java is required on your operative system in order for TuFT to run. The reason is that TuFT has been 
developed in this language.  

Procedure 
In summary, running a simulation with TuFT consists of the following steps: 

1. Prepare an input file (settings.JSON) in any text editor 
2. Locate the input file and TuFT.jar in the same folder on your hard drive 
3. Double click on TuFT.jar 
4. Treat the comma separated output, e.g., in Excel 

Input 
The input file to TuFT has to be termed settings.JSON (as this is the format that TuFT reads). The input 
file consists of “chunks” of text, and depending on the extent of the simulation the number of chunks 
varies. It is very important that the input to TuFT is specified in exactly the way as described below. 
Otherwise, the model will not run. 

Chunk 1: Extent of simulation 
The extent of the simulation is defined by the following chunk: 

 "simulation":{ 

  "measure":true, 

  "evacuation":true, 

  "operation":true, 

  },  

The three variables are defined by boolean values, i.e., as true or false. If true, the mode is enabled and 
requires further chunks of input text, see below. 



Chunk 2: Tunnel 
A tunnel always has to be defined, and this is done by the following chunk: 

 

 "tunnel":{ 

  "tunnelType":"road", 

  "length":1700.0, 

  "width":9.0, 

  "height":6.0, 

  "windSpeed":2.0, 

  "ambientTemperature":20.0, 

  "distanceBetweenEmergencyExits":150.0, 

  }, 

The type of tunnel is specified as a string within “”, and can be either road or rail. In this document, only 
the road tunnel type are described as the rail tunnel requires other input.  

Chunk 3: Fire 
A fire also always has to be defined, and this is done by the following text chunk: 

 "fire":{ 

  "fireType":"squared", 

  "alfaGrowth":0.19, 

  "alfaDecay":0.19, 

  "qMax":60000.0, 

  "timeFullBurn":60, 

  "massOpticalDensity":304.0, 

  "heatOfCombustion":15500.0, 

  "chi":1.0, 

  "yieldCo2":1.50, 

  "yieldCo":0.027, 

  "yieldHcn":0.01, 

  }, 

Three different fire modes are possible to model in TuFT; linear, squared and exponential. In this 
document, only squared (kW/s2) are described. Linear is defined in almost an identical manner, but then 



growth and decay rates are specified in kW/s. Exponential growths requires a different type of output, 
which is not considered in this document. 

Figure 1 describes some of the variables that need to be defined in the fire chunk. 

 

 

Figure 1. Some of the variables for a fire illustrated. 

Chunk 4: Fire Event 
When a tunnel and a fire has been defined, the tunnel fire scenario is finally defined by the following 
chunk: 

 "fireEvent":{ 

  "firePos":700.0, 

  "windDirExit":true, 

  }, 

The position of the fire refers to a position in the tunnel measured from one of the portals located at x = 
0 m. The wind direction in the tunnel is defined by a boolean variable (true or false); towards exit means 
that the wind direction is toward the other tunnel portal (i.e., not the one at x = 0 m). 

Chunk 5: Individuals 
In the above example (chunk 1), the evacuation mode was enabled (true). This requires that one or more 
individuals are specified to evacuate the tunnel. This is done by the following chunk: 

 "individuals":[ 

  { 

  "personPosition":660.0, 

  "recognitionTime":10, 



  "responseTime":10, 

  "timeToLeaveVehicle":10, 

  "chooseEmergencyExit":false, 

  "deterministic":true, 

  }, 

   

  { 

  "personPosition":740.0, 

  "recognitionTime":40, 

  "responseTime":10, 

  "timeToLeaveVehicle":10, 

  "chooseEmergencyExit":false, 

  "deterministic":true, 

  }, 

 ], 

In the above example, two individuals have been defined, but there is no limit to the amount of 
individuals included in a simulation. Recognition and response times as well as the time to leave the car (or 
vehicle) is defined in seconds. The recognition and response times together make up the so called 
premovement time, i.e., the time before the individual starts to move to a safe location (either the closest 
emergency exit or the portal away from the fire; depending on how “chooseEmergencyExit” has been 
defined). The walking speed is affected by the visibility conditions, and can be modelled either 
deterministic or probabilistic. This is what the final variable in the above chunk demonstrates. Both exit 
choice preference and walking speed modelling technique is defined by boolean variables (true or false). 

Chunk 6: Groups 
If, for example, a user wants to simulate the evacuation of a bus, i.e., people in a group, this is possible 
without adding each individual manually. A text chunk including one or more groups are then defined as: 

"groups":[ 

 { 

 "count":3, 

 "personPositionIntervalFrom":350.0, 

 "personPositionIntervalTo":360.0, 

 "recognitionTimeIntervalFrom":90, 

 "recognitionTimeIntervalTo":180, 



 "responseTimeIntervalFrom":90, 

 "responseTimeIntervalTo":180, 

 "timeToLeaveVehicleFrom":90, 

 "timeToLeaveVehicleTo":270, 

 "chooseEmergencyExit":true, 

 "deterministic":true, 

 }, 

 ], 

The similarities to specifying an individual should be clear. The only difference is that most of the 
variables are now defined as intervals, within which a uniform random function is used to assign each 
individual a value within the interval (i.e., the individuals within the group are assigned different 
recognition times, etc). 

Chunk 7: Rescue operation 
In the above example (chunk 1), the rescue operatoin mode was enabled (true). This requires that one or 
more individuals are specified to evacuate the tunnel. This is done by the following chunk: 

 "operation":{ 

  "preparationTime":15, 

  "upstream":false, 

  "portal":true, 

  "numberOfFireFighters":10, 

  "thermalImaging":false, 

  "muchAir":true,  

  "hoseLengthUneven":50.0, 

  "hoseLengthEven":25.0, 

  "connectTimeUneven":300, 

  "connectTimeEven":60, 

  }, 

Preparation time should be seen as the time prior to the initiation of the rescue operation inside the 
tunnel. Some variables are then defined as boolean variables. Hose lengths and connecting times are 
defined in meters and seconds respectively and affects the performance of the rescue operation.  

Chunk 8: Measurement positions 
Finally, measurement positions have to be defined. These are the positions downstream the fire source, 
i.e., the distance downstream the fire, that the user wants to make calculations of, among other things, gas 



temperature, gas concentrations, visibility, etc. The measurement positions are defined by the following 
chunk: 

 "measurementPositions":[ 

  

  { 

  "pos":25.0, 

  }, 

   

  { 

  "pos":300.0, 

  }, 

   

  { 

  "pos":800.0, 

  }, 

   

 ], 

Example input file 
For the above example, the entire input file should look like this (note the first { and last }, not included 
above): 

{ 

 

 "simulation":{ 

  "measure":true, 

  "evacuation":true, 

  "operation":true, 

  },  

 

 "tunnel":{ 

  "tunnelType":"road", 



  "length":1700.0, 

  "width":9.0, 

  "height":6.0, 

  "windSpeed":2.0, 

  "ambientTemperature":20.0, 

  "distanceBetweenEmergencyExits":150.0, 

  },  

 

 "fire":{ 

  "fireType":"squared", 

  "alfaGrowth":0.19, 

  "alfaDecay":0.19, 

  "qMax":60000.0, 

  "timeFullBurn":60, 

  "massOpticalDensity":304.0, 

  "heatOfCombustion":15500.0, 

  "chi":1.0, 

  "yieldCo2":1.50, 

  "yieldCo":0.027, 

  "yieldHcn":0.01, 

  }, 

  

 "fireEvent":{ 

  "firePos":700.0, 

  "windDirExit":true, 

  }, 

   

 "individuals":[ 

  { 



  "personPosition":660.0, 

  "recognitionTime":10, 

  "responseTime":10, 

  "timeToLeaveVehicle":10, 

  "chooseEmergencyExit":false, 

  "deterministic":true, 

  }, 

   

  { 

  "personPosition":740.0, 

  "recognitionTime":40, 

  "responseTime":10, 

  "timeToLeaveVehicle":10, 

  "chooseEmergencyExit":false, 

  "deterministic":true, 

  }, 

   

 ], 

  

 "groups":[ 

 { 

 "count":3, 

 "personPositionIntervalFrom":350.0, 

 "personPositionIntervalTo":360.0, 

 "recognitionTimeIntervalFrom":90, 

 "recognitionTimeIntervalTo":180, 

 "responseTimeIntervalFrom":90, 

 "responseTimeIntervalTo":180, 

 "timeToLeaveVehicleFrom":90, 



 "timeToLeaveVehicleTo":270, 

 "chooseEmergencyExit":true, 

 "deterministic":true, 

 }, 

 ], 

  

 "operation":{ 

  "preparationTime":15, 

  "upstream":false, 

  "portal":true, 

  "numberOfFireFighters":10, 

  "thermalImaging":false, 

  "muchAir":true,  

  "hoseLengthUneven":50.0, 

  "hoseLengthEven":25.0, 

  "connectTimeUneven":300, 

  "connectTimeEven":60, 

  }, 

   

 "measurementPositions":[ 

  

  { 

  "pos":25.0, 

  }, 

   

  { 

  "pos":300.0, 

  }, 

   



  { 

  "pos":800.0, 

  }, 

   

 ], 

 

} 

Simulation not running 
In almost all cases, a not starting simulation is due to an incorrect input file. One single comma or 
misspelled variable will cause this. You are likely to get an error message as the one illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Error. 

Final remarks 
If the evacuation mode is not activated (false), neither chunk 5 or 6 should be included (but instead 
removed) from the settings.JSON file. According to the same principle; if the rescue operation mode is 
not activated (false), chunk 7 should not be included in the input file. The simplest form of a simulation 
includes only chunk 1-4 and chunk 8. 
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